
Chapter 817 

“Because of Rayna.” Arron’s tone was extremely calm: “Rayna, like Suzi, has a 

soft heart. It was her cousin, and her parents had raised her for so long. Her 

heart was full of love, hatred, and hatred. Strangling together is normal.” 

Lenny: “…” 

For the first time in his life, I discovered that Uncle Fu was so smart that he 

could see things so thoroughly at a glance. 

It really deserves to be the most powerful president of the Fu family. 

“Uncle Si, that… can you give me a face, this time I will spare Walton again…” 

Lenny said embarrassedly. 

“You kid.” Arron’s tone was still flat. 

This is not a big deal. 

But he still said: “Your kid has shown her tightly. If there is anything in the 

future, I will count it directly on you.” 

“Yes! Thank you Fourth Uncle!” Lenny could hear from Arron’s tone that this 

face was given to him. 

After closing the line, he raised his eyebrows and looked at Rayna and Darius 

with a smile: “You two brothers and sisters really treat your enemies as 

relatives, but I really like the kindness of your cousins.” 

Hearing Lenny screaming from a cousin, Darius looked at Rayna with a caring 

look: “Rayna… Cousin didn’t know you were my cousin before. I was sorry 

before. Where you are, you forgive cousin a lot and tell cousin, what 

compensation do you want?” 



As soon as he found his cousin, Darius was naturally happy. 

At this time, as long as Rayna makes a request, he will definitely satisfy her. 

However, Rayna calmly said: “Cousin, can you transfer me to the design 

department? I know that I have a low degree and I don’t know how to design 

architecture. I just want to be an assistant for Suzi. If you study time 

architecture, you should always be able to learn it. I…just want to learn a skill.” 

Hearing this from his cousin, Darius felt an unspeakable feeling in his heart. 

“Will you go home with me first?” Darius said. 

Rayna shook his head: “I’ll live in Galia first and let me get used to it for a 

while. I want to go to work as soon as possible, okay?” 

“Okay!” Can you not agree? 

At this time, only obeying her is the best comfort to her. 

Rayna went to work normally the next day, and was transferred to Suzi as an 

assistant as soon as she went to work. She no longer looked like domineering 

and domineering. Regardless of changing jobs on the first day, she did it well. 

Reasonably serious, she was obviously Suzi’s assistant, but only one day after 

she came to the design department, she took over the groceries of all the 

designers in the design department, and worked hard. 

After such a day, everyone in the design department looked at Rayna with 

admiration. 

Until after get off work, the youngest Song Zhuoer suggested: “Sister Suzi, you 

have such a good assistant, like a snail girl, our design department also has an 

extra beauty, do we want to spend the night in KTV? Ah. 

Before Suzi could say anything, Rayna on the side spoke first: “No, Suzi has to 

go home first after work, or Fu…” 



She wanted to say that Arron is not easy to provoke, so don’t cause trouble to 

Suzi. 

But before he could say it, he heard several people in the office unanimously 

say: “Four Lord Fu is now recognized as a tracheitis in our Nancheng. She is 

afraid of it. She still dares to control our wife Fu?” 

These words made Suzi amused. She immediately took out her mobile phone 

and called Arron: “Arron, go pick the one and go home first. I will have a 

dinner with my colleagues in the evening and have fun together.” 

She said very casually. 

She thought so in her heart. With the close relationship between her and 

Arron, her husband would be very enlightened. 

However, what Suzi never expected was that this evening, in the KTV box, 

when she was singing a song with Song Zhuoer, the KTV door was suddenly 

opened. 

Seeing the people coming, everyone was stunned. 

Chapter 818 

The person here is Arron. 

Arron, who had always had a calm face, had a gloomy face at this moment, as 

if he was carrying an iceberg on his body. 

The original hilarious scene instantly became restrained, and several people 

even stood up directly when they saw Arron. 

There was no sound in the field. 

Suzi: “Arron, why are you here?” 



She was also very hilarious. 

She has loved music since she was a child. 

It’s just that no one has given her this opportunity to sing, especially when she 

went to Jarod’s home, all her hobbies of singing and playing the piano were 

pinched by Jarod. 

The Lin family has a piano, but it is a decoration. 

From time to time, Lanita would also play a song, but Suzi felt that the sound 

of Lanita playing the piano was nothing like beating a broken gong. 

And she Suzi had such a great talent, but she was buried alive. 

Until today, my colleagues said that they would go to KTV to dance songs 

together, and Suzi was so happy. She is alive and kicking like a little girl. 

She is mainly happy this time. 

Dad’s ashes were brought back. Although her mother’s life or death is 

uncertain, it is another hope for her. The most important thing is that she has 

a good working environment. The colleagues are now friendly and 

harmonious, and the atmosphere is very good. 

The most important thing is that her relationship with Arron has stabilized, 

and both of them deeply love each other. 

Everything made Suzi so satisfied, so happy, so she became more and more 

cheerful as a whole. 

At this moment, Suzi is planning to sing together with Song Zhuoer. 

Her voice fits this song best. 



Although Song Zhuoer is very young, he is a sunny boy, which is very suitable 

for this song. 

Moreover, Suzi happily put one arm on Song Zhuoer’s shoulder, and the two 

were like brothers and sisters. 

However, Arron broke in. 

Still looking cold. 

Song Zhuoer was so frightened that he wanted to pee on the spot. He 

slammed his shoulder and withdrew himself to the corner. 

After being shaken, Suzi almost threw him and ate a dog. 

“Zall?” Suzi smiled angrily. 

Song Zhuoer: “Four… Fourth Master, that… Sister Suzi Suzi… She… I… I used to, 

that is When Siu made trouble with Sister Suzi Suzi, I…I saved my sister once at 

the risk of death, and since then, Sister Suzi Suzi… treats me as… When the 

younger brother treats it, it’s…the kind of pure younger brother, um… Fourth 

Master, you…” 

After a while, Song Zhuoer said that it was unsuccessful at all. 

Suzi turned to look at Arron again: “Arron…” 

The people next to him were scared to death, but Suzi shouted so relaxed, so 

casual, and not only that, but there was also a trace of anger in her tone, as if 

he was blaming a disobedient boy. 

The people present were dumbfounded once again. 

Even Rayna, the closest person to Suzi, was dumbfounded. 



She knew that Arron loved Suzi in every possible way. Usually, when Arron was 

in front of Suzi and Shen’s only mother and daughter, he was very natural and 

peaceful. 

But now, what’s wrong? 

The fear of the Nancheng people towards Arron is in their bones. They have 

only become accustomed to Arron’s gentleness just now, and today they see 

Arron like this, and they all have no scared souls. 

They all yearn that Arron will be called by Suzi in the next second, and he will 

return to the pattern of always beloving his wife and always fearing inside. 

However, Arron’s face became darker and colder. 

The deeper he became, the more terrifying he was. His cold and terrifying eyes 

looked at Song Zhuoer coldly. 

Song Zhuoer was shocked and was about to cry. 

“Do you know that she has skin allergies!” Arron said suddenly. 

Song Zhuoer: “Wh…what?” 

“She has skin allergies! As long as someone gets close to her, she will have 

skin allergies, respiratory allergies, do you know?” Arron continued to ask 

coldly. 

 


